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Somewhere in a place so far up there is no down, a ship is waiting to take the nomes

home&#151;back to wherever they came from. And one nome, Masklin, knows that they've got to

try and contact this ship. It means getting to Florida (wherever that is), then getting to the launch of

a communications satellite (whatever that is). A ridiculous plan. Impossible. But Masklin doesn't

know this, so he tries to do it anyway. And the first step is to try and hitch a ride on a new kind of

truck, a truck with wings&#151;Concorde.
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The Bromeliad trilogy soars to a grand finale with "Wings," the companion volume to "Truckers" and

"Diggers." This tale runs parallel to the second book of the series, and brimming over with Terry

Pratchett's usual wit and satire... and a mild dose of insanity.Now that humans are returning to the

quarry where the tiny nomes live, the nomes must somehow find a new place to live -- and fast. So

Masklin is following the instructions of the Thing (a computer who is smarter than all the other

characters put together) and going on a secret mission with Angalo and the Abbot to Florida.After

they sneak aboard the Concorde, freak out the stewardess and hijack the plane, the nomes learn

that none other than Richard Arnold (grandson of Arnold Bros, founder of The Store) is on board.

Now they must somehow send the Thing into space, so it can contact the spaceship and whisk the

nomes away. Easy? No way.Technically, anybody who has read the end of "Diggers" will know



exactly what will happen in "Wings." But like flying on the Concorde, it's the ride that's half the thrill.

"Wings" is a little tighter and funnier than its predecessors, partly because it has a much smaller

cast -- the small bickering trio, plus the Thing. It doesn't get much better than that.The nomes are

fun protagonists, partly because they're so likably naive about the world in general. If they were left

alone, they would probably produce a cute little civilization, and their naivete produces plenty of

entertaining humor (Concerning the sound barrier: "All right, own up. Who broke it?"). Pratchett

manages to make us laugh with the nomes, not at that.
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